FEBRUARY 2013
NEW RELEASES FROM BULLDOG BOOKS
BARKER DEANE PUBLISHING (Australia)
Parenting/Sexuality/Coming Out
THE MOURNING AFTER by Julie DeBondt-Barker 9780987384836 $17.50 pbk
Julie DeBondt-Barker reveals her emotional journey from ignorance, confusion, loss, fear and
sadness…..to complete acceptance, freedom and an even deeper love for her gay son. She shares
insights from her own very personal experience, offering sound advice for both gay people in
coming out to their parents, and what the parents can do to make this an easier transition, both
for themselves as well as their gay or lesbian child. This beautiful little book is a story about
unconditional love, and could make a big difference to somebody you live.
ICON EMPIRE PRESS (Canada)
Gay Fiction
THE GAY ICON CLASSICS OF THE WORLD by Robert Joseph Greene 9780986929755
$19.95 pbk
A wonderful collection of gay short fiction fables from around the world. The creation of these
stories were based upon some cultural awareness of gay men in history and in some cultures
where gay life is taboo. The author’s aim is also to show that romantic relations would
provide deeper meaning to gay men than sexual relations. This is a must read for people who are
interested in gaining an understanding of gays from different cultures and the human heart.
THE GAY ICON CLASSICS OF THE WORLD II by Robert Joseph Greene
9781469914152 $19.95 pbk
A continuation of the wonderful collection of gay short fiction fables from around the world
which again aim to illustrate to gay men the importance of valiance, chilvalry and selfless
romantic acts.
Sexuality/Bisexuality/Same-Sex Desire
CROSSOVER II: Straight Men – Gay Encounters by Robert Joseph Greene
9781468072341 $19.95 pbk
Addresses the psychological struggle men go through in dealing with their desire or curiosity
with same sex encounters, looking at what it is like before, during and after such encounters
occur. A fascinating exploration of the growing trend in sexual awareness among men.
BOLD STROKES BOOKS
Lesbian Romantic Fiction
THE THREE by Meghan O’Brien 97816602828513 $21.95 pbk (new edition)
Two lovers, Elin and Kael, struggle to survive in a post-apocalyptic world where disease, lawless
marauders, and fanatics threaten existence. When the two befriend Anna, another survivor, the
fabric of their lives and the family they have made shifts in ways that challenge each woman to
redefine the boundaries of love and friendship. A daring, provocative exploration of love and
sexuality.
INFINITE LOOP by Meghan O’Brien 9781602828520 $21.95 pbk (new edition)
Regan O’Riley has just about given up hope that she will ever find a woman into shy, geeky
programmers such as herself. But when she meets Mel Raines, their chemistry is unmistakable.
When Mel’s world is rocked by a close friend dying in a shooting, Regan suggests they take a
road trip to get away from it all. Together they embark upon a physical and emotional journey
where they discover that breaking free of old habits may be the only way to change your life.
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BOLD STROKES BOOKS (contd)
Lesbian Romantic Fiction
SEA GLASS INN by Karis Walsh 9781602827714 $21.95 pbk
Melinda Andrews arrives on the Oregon coast with a dream of running the Sea Glass Inn. Still
reeling after an unexpected divorce, Mel believes she has missed her chance to find love. Artist
and art gallery owner Pamela Whitford has also had bad experiences with love and refuses to let
anyone close enough to hurt her again. But Pam can’t resist the struggling new innkeeper, and she
agrees to paint for her. Can the two women learn to trust again and discover a second chance at
love?
MURPHY’S LAW by Yolanda Wallace 9781602827738 $21.95 pbk
Mountain climbing guide Samantha Murphy likes to tout her safety record – in the ten years she
has lead climbers up the world’s most treacherous peaks, she has never lost a client. Surgeon and
philanthropist Olivia Bradshaw hires Sam’s company to lead her hand-picked team on a fundraising climb of the world’s most dangerous mountain. But secrets abound and danger lurks at
every elevation. Will Sam’s attraction to taciturn Olivia get in the way of the expedition’s success
or will Mother Nature have the final say?
BLACKER THAN BLUE: #2 Vampire Sorority Sisters by Rebekah Weatherspoon
9781602827745 $21.95 pbk
The beginning of Cleo Jones’s life as a vampire was the end of her relationship with her first love
and only submissive, college senior Benny Tarver. But their mutual responsibilities to the sisters
of Alpha Beta Omega sorority have held them in each other’s sights. With graduation looming,
Benny knows it is time to move on from the sorority and her lingering feelings for Cleo, but when
Cleo realizes she may lose Benny forever to a powerful demon, she must put her fears aside to
discover if they can let go of their pain and accept that the love between them is true.
Also Available: #1 BETTER OFF RED 9781602825741
THE AWAKENING: Book 1 Sisters Of Spirit Trilogy by Yvonne Heidt 9781602827721
$21.95 pbk
Sunny Skye, a psychic medium, is the head investigator and founder of Sisters of Spirits, a
paranormal society dedicated to helping others understand what they can’t see. She is excellent at
finding ghosts but finds it difficult to cope in the real world. When she meets street tough cop
Jordan Lawson, Sunny is instantly attracted and completely unnerved by the personal demons
Jordan carries around with her. When spiritualism and jaded skepticism collide, who will back
down first?
Young Adult Fiction
ANOTHER 365 DAYS by KE Payne 9781602827752 $17.95 pbk
Life’s sweet when you’re seventeen and in love, right? Clemmie Atkins certainly thinks so! She’s
madly in love with her girlfriend, the hot and super-confident EMO Hannah Harrison. But just
when it seems that life is finally pretty darn cool, a new distraction at school threatens to upset
everything. Clemmie has another 365 days to try and get life back on track, but will it be enough?
Also Available: 365 DAYS 9781602825406
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Gay Erotica
STRAIGHT BOY ROOMMATE by Kev Troughton 9781602827820 $21.95 pbk
Tom isn’t expecting much from his first term at University, but then he bumps into Dan –
literally, and his life is turned upside down. Dan is everything that Tom isn’t – confident,
uninhibited, outspoken….and very straight. But Dan seems keen to room share, and Tom’s
definitely up for that! Tom has no idea what’s in store for him, though, as the sexual tension rises
between him and Dan. This is one weekend Tom will never forget!
TRICKS OF THE TRADE: Magical Gay Erotica edited by Jerry L. Wheeler
9781602827813 $21.95 pbk
Magicians are undeniably sexy – strong, sensuous, masterful, and magical. Who wouldn’t want to
succumb to one? Be levitated? Be sawed in half? Imagine being called from the audience by a
man in a dark suit, his cape swirling, wrapping his strong arms around you while binding your
wrists, arousing you in front of a theatre full of people. A sizzling hot collection of illusionary
delights.
BELLA BOOKS
Lesbian Romantic Fiction
ANGEL’S TOUCH by Siri Caldwell 9781594933110 $19.95 pbk
Kira Wagner is in Piper Beach to make money. The small resort town needs a high-end hotel and
spa for women. With everything she owns invested in the expensive land, she needs a local expert
to get the project up and running. Massage therapist Megan McLaren’s name is at the top of her
list. Megan agrees to consult, but her only goal is to make sure the hotel doesn’t ruin the sacred
spaces she knows are nearby. She wishes she could tell Kira the truth, but is afraid Kira will think
her crazy if she explains about the powerful ley lines…..and the angels!
THE FIRST ROBIN OF SPRING by Natalie London 9781594933202 $19.95 pbk
Haunted by a fire that claimed the lives of two colleagues, Julie Burke seizes upon an unexpected
inheritance as the lifeline it is. Claiming the large home in Wisconsin she hopes to escape the
nightmares. Free to pursue her passion for music, Julie’s path crosses more and more with that of
the attractive and intriguing Elizabeth de Gramont. What was supposed to be a new life with a
fresh start becomes shadowed by old letters and new grudges in this captivating story of love that
refuses to be.
Lesbian Fantasy
NO SISTER’S KEEPER: #4 Taelach Sisters Series by Jeanne G’Fellers 9781594933073
$19.95 pbk
In a society divided by birth and status, young Chandrey Brava is raised in a conservative sect,
but leaves home at sixteen for the Taelech Training Grounds. Naïve and used to harsh discipline,
she doesn’t recognize that Cancelynn Creitoff is playing with her heart. But there may be one
Taelach who can help her: the mysterious Belsas Exzal. Bravery, resilience and stoic resistance
are the hallmarks of this prequel to the award-winning No Sister Of Mine.
Also Available: #1 NO SISTER OF MINE 9781594930171
#2 SISTER LOST SISTER FOUND 9781594930560
#3 SISTER’S FLIGHT 9781594931161
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Fiction/Young Adult
ORPHAN MAKER by D Jordan Redhawk 9781594933196 $19.95 pbk
Ragged, starving refugees want to settle in Lindsay Crossing. In a world waking up from a
devastating plague, control of resources – and people – is the key to survival. Marissa Loomis has
grown used to fighting for herself and her family. The newcomers are a threat, but they can’t be
left to die. Newcomer Gwen finds herself torn between the man who saved her from starvation
and the compelling woman who represents reason and power in what’s left of her world. But what
can Gwen make of the enforced secrecy about Loomis’s past? Love, revenge, cruelty and honor
swirl through this page-turning novel.
CLEIS PRESS
Erotic Romance
BEST EROTIC ROMANCE 2013 edited by Kristina Wright 9781573449038 $21.95 pbk
Erotic love is that delicious blend of hearts and minds and bodies, a combination of sweet and
intimate, surging and sensual. Each of the masterfully written tales in Best Erotic Romance 2013
contains the essence of true romance: a central love story and an emotionally satisfying,
optimistic ending. Award-winning romance writer and editor Kristina Wright has collected
stories that touch the heart and mind and can inspire real-life couples.
Erotica
BEST WOMEN’S EROTICA 2013 edited by Violet Blue 9781573448987 $21.95 pbk
Violet Blue is on a mission. With the aim to entertain you with the sexiest, smartest women’s
erotica anywhere, she will trigger your erotic imagination. From the sweetly romantic to the bold
and daring, each of these stories provides the spark to our flame. Best Women’s Erotica 2013 is a
playbook of delectably sexy scenarios to add to your sexual repertoire, with, of course, women at
the center of every pleasure.
BEST BONDAGE EROTICA 2013 edited by Rachel Kramer Bussel 9781573448970
$21.95 pbk
Some say bondage is the ultimate intimacy. Once you have allowed yourself to begin exploring
your fantasies of surrendering to pleasure through bondage, you may need a firm but gentle hand
to guide you. Let Best Bondage Erotica 2013 be your kinky playbook to erotic restraint – from
silk ties and rope to shiny cuffs, blindfolds and so much more. These stories of forbidden desire
will captivate, shock and arouse you.
Lesbian Erotica
BEST LESBIAN EROTICA 2013 edited by Kathleen Warnock 9781573448963 $21.95 pbk
From the trembling pleasure of anticipation to consummated lust, sex between women has never
been hotter. Curated by Kathleen Warnock and selected and introduced by literary legend Jewelle
Gomez, Best Lesbian Erotica 2013 is both surprising and intensely delectable. Test your erotic
boundaries with this sizzling collection and let it take you over the edge into a world where
fantasies become reality.
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Gay Erotica
BEST GAY EROTICA 2013 edited by Richard Labonte 9781573448956 $21.95 pbk
Best Gay Erotica 2013 adds another jewel in the crown to what award-winning novelist, and the
guest selector of this years edition, calls and “invaluable series.” From gay superheroes to not-soinnocent farm hands, burly bears and fuzzy cubs, this collection makes a nice and slow onehanded read. These stories are hot!
BRUNO GMUNDER PUBLISHING
Gay Fiction
ON A WEDNESDAY IN SEPTEMBER by Stephan Niederwieser 9783867874441 $24.95 p
When Edvard hands his lover a ring to seal their friendship, he triggers an emotional avalanche:
Bernhard is overwhelmed with images from the past – Nazi Germany, a blond soldier, and trails
of blood in the snow. While seeking answers to these haunting images, Bernhard crosses paths
with many strangers. The ring connects the lives of these strangers, and what seems contradictory
finally comes together. One of Germany’s bestselling gay novels, this magical story has finally
been translated into English.
Gay Erotic Travel Stories
THE PROMISCUOUS TRAVELER by Sebastian V. 9783867874434 $24.95 pbk
It’s every gay man’s fantasy – to travel the globe in search of sex. One lucky travel writer has
done just that, and here he chronicles his diverse encounters while on the road – from a man in
wet Speedos on a Puerto Rican beach to a uniformed Russian train conductor and a naked,
smiling Aboriginal man in outback Australia. What he finds are the raw physical needs of men
beyond the bounds of race and identity, and the fleeting and intangible nature of sex itself.
Erotic Male Photography
ALL PLAYERS by Rick Day 9783867874205 $160.00 hardcover
Rick Day’s opulent coffee-table books ‘Players’ and ‘Players Two’ both became instant
bestsellers. His photographs are sports themed, featuring immaculate, muscled bodies in rugby
wear, tight trunks or nothing at all. ‘All Players’ is a collection of all new unseen material and
is only available in limited quantities.
MASCULINITY by Michael Stokes 9783867874281 $84.95 hardcover
The work of Michael Stokes is so irresistibly sexy that his photographs have graced the covers of
two Gmunder anthologies: ‘Turnon:Sports’ and ‘Turnon:Muscles’. So it was certainly overdue for
an entire volume dedicated to his incredible photography. ‘Masculinity’ sums up everything that
makes Stokes work special – strength, sex appeal and the perfection of the male athletic body.
ROCK BOTTOM by Justin Monroe 9783867874687 $57.00 hardcover
In his new coffee table book, Justin Monroe treats us to his striking photographs of some truly
hot butts, and then reveals the corresponding and equally impressive front views. There is no
denying that Monroe is the true master if his subject matter.
J/O by Joe Oppedisano 9783867874298 $69.95 hardcover
J/O is short for jerking off and when photographer Joe Oppedisano gives his new photo book this
title, you can be assured that his photographs are extremely arousing! The models in this volume
have a unique look – masculine, intense, and burning with brooding lust.
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Gay Erotic Photography & Illustration
C.U.M. by Various Artists 9783867874304 $57.00 hardcover
C.U.M. is a collection of pictures and drawings dedicated to mans favourite explosive, milky
secretion! Top artists such as Zack, Giovanni and Tom Bianchi guarantee a very sexy aesthetic
approach to this very juicy topic.
Gay Erotic Art/Illustration
STRIPPED: The Story of Gay Comics by Markus Pfalzgraf 9783867874342 $57.00 hard
Comics for gay men have become enormously popular over the past decade. In this extensive
anthology you can find everything from witty and humorous (Ralf Konig) to sexy and oversized
(Patrick Fillion), from cheeky youngsters (Tom Bouden) to adorable loving twinks (Mioki).
Comic aficionado Markus Pfalzgraf offers this stunning overview that also highlights some rare
work for those who think they have seen it all.
VERBOTEN by Rex 9783867874229 $79.95 hardcover
The artist Rex had a big following in the 1960s and was renowned as an artist who revealed the
darker shades of gay desire. He had become all but forgotten, but finally this comprehensive
collection of his ingenious work is now available. These dark masterpieces lead us into a world
full of lust and submission, dominance and sexual power.
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